ABSTRACT
Mental health is a critical societal issue and early screening is vital to enabling timely treatment. The rise of text-based communications provides new modalities that can be used to passively screen for mental illnesses. In this paper we present an approach to screen for anxiety and depression through reply latency of text messages. We demonstrate that by constructing machine learning models with reply latency features. Our models screen for anxiety with a balanced accuracy of 0.62 and F1 of 0.73, a notable improvement over prior approaches. With the same participants, our models likewise screen for depression with a balanced accuracy of 0.70 and F1 of 0.80. We additionally compare these results to those of models trained on data collected prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, we demonstrate generalizability for screening by combining datasets which results in comparable accuracy. Latency features could thus be useful in multimodal mobile mental illness screening.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Health informatics; Psychology; • Information systems → Texting; • Human-centered computing → Mobile phones; • Computing methodologies → Supervised learning by classification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of mental illness is increasing annually with more than a fifth of U.S. adults experiencing mental illness in 2020 [15]. Mental illnesses are debilitating, resulting in an estimated $193.2 billion in lost earnings in the USA [8]. Depression and anxiety are the two most common mental illnesses [7]. As early treatment is important for positive prognosis [6], screening surveys are being deployed more often in clinical care practices [13]. However, this approach can only screen people who seek medical attention. Further, mental health stigma [10] unfortunately means that screening survey scores can be influenced by conscious and unconscious bias.

Consequently, recent research has screened for mental illnesses with a variety of passively harvested modalities, such as smartphone logs [1, 4, 16, 23]. Such logs present a particularly promising solution to increase screening rates given the ubiquity of smartphones. Additionally, SMS text message content has been used to screen for depression [20] and suicidal ideation [17]. Despite encouraging results, message content presents privacy concerns, prompting research to use the metadata without content. In particular, latency of text replies [21] and time series of texts [19] have been used to screen for depression. For a new dataset collected after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, [18], classification models screened for moderate depression with an F1 of 0.64 and moderate anxiety with an F1 of 0.50 with time series of communication logs.

We hypothesize that text reply latencies in this new dataset may be more useful for anxiety and depression screening than the log time series. As such, we extract reply latency features in order to screen for both depression and anxiety with machine learning models. We further gauge reply latency generalizability for depression screening by combining these new logs with logs collected prior to COVID-19. This research thus provides a more in-depth assessment of the usefulness of text reply latency features to screen for mental illnesses. In this paper, our contributions include:

1. Assessment of reply latency features for anxiety screening,
2. Comparison of the anxiety and depression screening ability of text reply latency features for the same set of participants,
3. Analysis of the impact of COVID-19 on the ability of text reply latency features to screen for depression, and
4. Assessment of aggregating datasets for depression screening.

2 DATA & MODELING METHODOLOGY
In this research, we leverage datasets [5, 18, 22] containing retrospectively harvested SMS text message logs labeled with mental illness screening scores. In other words, mobile apps administered participants screening surveys while scraping the text logs stored on the phone. In our models, we use logs from the two weeks prior to the participants completing the screening surveys, as that is the time frame captured by the screening surveys [9, 14].

2.1 Reply Latency Feature Engineering
We define text message reply latency as the number of seconds between when the participant received a text from a particular contact and when the participant sent a text to that particular contact. For each participant and contact combination, we consider only pairs of received and sent texts that occurred consecutively. We extract reply latencies from all such consecutive pairs in the two weeks preceding the completion of the screening surveys,
regardless of the response time. In practice, text logs would only be used to screen people who text relatively often. As such, we consider participants who have at least 7 replies in the last 14 days.

The reply latencies from each participant form a distribution. We extract the minimum, 10% quantile, 25% quantile, 50% quantile, 75% quantile, 90% quantile, and maximum seconds from the reply latency distributions. To this set of features, we also include the number of contacts and the number of replies. As there is high correlation among the features [21], we perform principal component analysis (PCA) [12] to extract up to eight principal components. The PCA transformation is learned on the training data and applied to the test data. We also upsample the training data to balance classes.

2.2 Datasets Containing Labeled Text Logs
In this research, we use two datasets. Both leverage the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) [9] for depression screening labels. This popular nine question survey [13] asks participants to rate the frequency of depression symptoms over the past two weeks on four point Likert scales. One of the datasets also uses the General Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7) [14] which asks seven questions gauging the frequency of anxiety symptoms. The PHQ-9 scores range from 0 to 27 while the GAD-7 scores range from 0 to 21, with the cutoff for moderate depression and anxiety being 10 [9, 14].

The first dataset was collected approximately a year after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic from Prolific [11] crowd-sourced workers, the Call and Text log (CAT) subset of the DepreST dataset [18] contains logs labeled with both screening scores. Of the 49 participants with at least 7 replies, 28 (57.1%) screened positive for moderate depression and 26 (53.1%) screened positive for moderate anxiety. The 49 DepreST-CAT participants collectively sent 2396 replies in the two weeks prior to completing the screening surveys.

The second dataset was collected in 2017-2019 prior to the COVID-19 pandemic from Mechanical Turk [2], the Moodable and EMU datasets [5, 22] contain logs labeled with PHQ-9 scores. We treat them as a single dataset, as is common in prior work [17, 19–21]. Of the 46 participants with at least 7 replies, 23 (50.0%) screened positive for moderate depression. The 46 participants collectively sent 3780 replies in the two weeks prior to completing the PHQ-9.

2.3 Classification Methodology & Evaluation
The main goal of the machine learning models is to screen DepreST-CAT participants for moderate anxiety (GAD-7 ≥ 10) and moderate depression (PHQ-9 ≥ 10). Additionally, we screen for moderate depression in participants from both individual and aggregated datasets. To do so, we use a representative sample of classification methods [12]: Gaussian Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Classifier (SVC), k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) [3]. All models were trained using the default parameters [3, 12].

To maximize the amount of training data, we employ a leave-one-out cross-validation evaluation strategy. In this approach, data from all but one participant is used to train the model. The trained model then makes a prediction for the participant in the test set. This process is repeated until there is a prediction for each participant. The number of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), false negative (FN), and true negative (TN) predictions are tallied for each model configuration. We consider the best models\(^1\) to be those that maximize balanced accuracy, which is the average of sensitivity and specificity. We also report on the sensitivity, specificity, and F1.

3 RESULTS OF SCREENING MODELS

3.1 Anxiety versus Depression Screening
Using DepreST-CAT logs, we are able to assess the ability of reply latency features to screen for anxiety for the first time. Gaussian Naive Bayes achieved the highest balanced accuracy with four principal components. With TP=23, FP=14, FN=3, and TN=9, this model has a balanced accuracy of 0.64, sensitivity of 0.88, specificity of 0.39, and F1 of 0.73. XGBoost with only the first principal component is comparable with a balanced accuracy of 0.62.

DepreST-CAT also has depression screening labels for the same participants, allowing us to compare depression and anxiety screening capabilities of reply latency. Like for anxiety, Gaussian Naive Bayes achieved the highest balanced accuracy when screening for depression; it required six principal components. With TP=26, FP=11, FN=2, and TN=10, the best model has a balanced accuracy of 0.70, sensitivity of 0.93, specificity of 0.48, and F1 of 0.80.

Reply latencies proved to be slightly more useful for depression screening than anxiety screening. When screening for moderate anxiety, the F1 of 0.73 with reply latencies is notably superior to the previous F1 of 0.50 with log time series [18]. Likewise, when screening for moderate depression, the F1 of 0.80 with reply latencies is much better than the F1 of 0.64 achieved with log time series [18]. Notably, our analysis only used the subset of participants with text replies. As both the anxiety and depression screening models had high sensitivity and low specificity, latency features could be useful to determine who should receive further mental illness screening.

\(^1\)Code and features will be available at https://github.com/mltlachac/UbiComp2022.
3.2 Before COVID-19 versus After COVID-19

Collected prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Moodable and EMU average 82.2 replies per participant. In contrast, the recently collected DepreST-CAT dataset averages only 48.9 replies per participant. This may be indicative of changing communication trends due to the COVID-19 pandemic and increase in alternative messaging platforms [24].

Despite the lower average number of messages per participant, the most successful depression screening model with the DepreST-CAT data achieved a balanced accuracy that was 0.21 higher than the most successful model with the Moodable and EMU data. For the before COVID-19 datasets, a kNN model achieved the highest balanced accuracy using the first principal component. With TP=13, FP=9, FN=10, and TN=14, the model has a balanced accuracy of 0.59, sensitivity of 0.57, specificity of 0.61, and F1 of 0.58.

We observed that the data collected after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic was more successful at depression screening than data collected prior. Even with just one principal component, Gaussian Naive Bayes with DepreST-CAT achieves a balanced accuracy of 0.64, sensitivity of 0.89, specificity of 0.38, and F1 of 0.76 with TP=25, FP=13, FN=3, and TN=8. While the DepreST-CAT model has higher sensitivity, the Moodable/EMU model has higher specificity.

3.3 Individual versus Aggregated Datasets

To further demonstrate potential for generalization, we compare the depression screening performance of the aforementioned models with that of models trained with all logs. Using all datasets, an RF model with 6 principal components achieved the highest balanced accuracy of 0.66. However, both RF and SVM models with 5 principal components are almost as successful with a balanced accuracy of 0.65. The RF model has a sensitivity of 0.73 and a specificity of 0.57 whereas the SVC model has a sensitivity of 0.69 and a specificity of 0.62. While the best balanced accuracy of 0.70 was achieved with the DepreST-CAT dataset, the second best balanced accuracy of 0.66 was achieved with all datasets. Thus, despite the differences in the datasets, using an aggregated dataset still yields comparatively impressive depression screening results.

4 DISCUSSION & FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

In this paper, we explored the feasibility of using reply latency of direct text-based messages to screen for anxiety and depression. While the DepreST-CAT dataset created new modeling opportunities and effectively doubled the number of participants with reply latencies, the lack of participants remains the main limitation for research in this domain. We adopted a leave-one-out cross-validation strategy to combat this limitation but that does not remove the need for data from more participants to train deployable models.

The retrospective nature of the data collection means the data can not be biased by study awareness, but participants regrettably could have deleted texts prior to submitting data. We further assumed that participants submitted data from their personal smartphones. We demonstrated that using aggregated datasets is a valid approach to developing more generalized models for screening for mental illness. Future work could thus compare the mental illness screening ability of reply latencies extracted from retrospective and prospective logs.

While text message latency is only a pertinent screening modality for people who text relatively frequently, latency features could be extracted from any type of direct message. Future research could thus compare the mental illness screening ability of reply latencies from different types of messages, thus further exploring the generalizability of reply latency. Additionally, future research could combine reply latency features with features engineered from other mobile sensors to improve mental illness screening.
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